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     PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

   
 

   

  Caliper: 8 mil (203 microns) 
Basic Wt:  265 gm/2 
Opacity: 99% 
Whiteness: 115 
Gloss at 60°: 6.5 

 

   

      
APPLICATIONS GUIDELINES 

 
 
Imaging: The print side is wound to the outside of the roll. Banner-stand signage is the primary product 
application. 
 
Printer & Ink Compatibility: POS PRO+ LX may be printed in HP Latex printing devices.  
 
HP LATEX SETTINGS, Use HP White Satin Poster Paper, 16 pass, bi direction, low temp photo heat settings. 
please see Technical Bulletin:  “Pos Pro Latex Settings”. 
 
Material Handling: Once print is complete, roll imaged media onto a core until ready to use. Do not fold the 
media.  It is recommended to turn off the automatic cutting mechanism in the printer because some printer 
blades may not be able to cut the material. 
 
Light Stability: Latex inks provide good long-term UV fade and water resistance. 
 
Material Storage: To protect unused material, store product in its original packaging in the poly bag at 72°F (+/-5) for no 
more than 1 year. 
 
     FINISHING RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
Laminating: Lamination is not necessary, but if lamination is desired, cold pressure-sensitive 3 - 5 mil  
over-laminates are recommended.    Prints should be completely dried before laminating and placing in a banner-
stand. It is recommended to wait 24 hours before laminating to insure prints are dry. 
 

MAGIC® POS PRO+ LX is an 8 mil polyester anti curl block-out film that is not sensitive to heat 
allowing for flawless output on latex devices.  POSPRO-LX is specifically designed, tested and 
approved for HP Latex printing devices. POS PRO+ LX is highly scratch resistant so, there is no 
need to laminate, making it a cost effective solution for indoor signage such as promotional roll-
up applications, trade show graphics, and point-of sale applications. POS PRO+ LX offers high 
image quality and durability at an affordable price. 

 Strength Film  

Pos Pro+ LX 
Anti Curl Block-Out Polyester Film 

For Latex Printing Systems 

 


